
The big data marketing

system

The application of “one-to-one push” (precise and targeted) or “mass push”

(widely coverage) with various targeting approaches and multi-channel based

on the promotional content of the enterprise in digital trading platform of

God Big Data and Media Asia TV.

Select time, region, and the information, graphics or video as the medium.

Promote the content actively, accurately, timely and effective to the

customers that enterprise wants, in order to get better traffic efficiency, under

reasonable circumstances, we will do what our clients request.

Name: Big Data Marketing

Nature: Direct supply of customer resources and converted into money.

Features: Extract variety of data for analysis with combination of intelligent machine

learning and transmission technology.

Recommendation: The various targeting approach for precision marketing and the technology

for collection of competitors’ potential customers.

Equipped with

platform:

Big data asset information, intelligent technology and film production.

Overview

God Big Data - Big Data Marketing
Secret of Monetization

Definition
Big Data Marketing that subverting traditional business model

God Big Data With the leading intelligent machine, cutting-edge technology and database

of God Big Data, we able to exercise mining of online data, follow-up analysis,

comparison, clustering to correlate and sort for enterprise products. Based on

the requirements of enterprise, the right promotional content will be given to

the right person at the right time, the right place at the right place. The core

of strategy is to find the answer, then marketing depend on the answer

you get.

The model is not limited to the fans existed, time and geography of the site,

even if anyone outside the site can be confirmed the received of promotional

content which mainly for the attraction of quality customers resources. It is no

longer a simple website release.

Verification of Effect Let right person look at the right content. If the entrepreneur wants the

product and the content only presented to the more relevant customers,

means collect the user who like BMW, and we targeting promotional content

of New BMW to them. Then, the marketing will succeed and built up loyalty

of customers.

Professional

Performance

Selection of customers: The big data marketing model can collect user

behavior and habits, preferences, needs and consumption powers, then

deliver products and promotional content that are of interest or useful to

specific customers which able to approach all levels of society accurately.

After these target group are infected, it will form information consciousness



Three parts for big data to select targets

First stage
Make large-area geographical coverage by population, in order to increase the probability of wide-

spreading, increase visibility, and then use the data for analysis purposes.

Second Stage
Based on the customers’ attributes, and hit on what they like. For example, if someone logs in to

find a product simply or in purpose, after sort and connection to database, the person will

surprised that there are few recommendations of the product appear in page. Equivalently, the

merchants who sell the product will also receive relevant inquiries from God Big Data about

someone is searching for the product and whether they are interested to participate into the

bargain, thus create a win-win situation for both buyers and sellers.

Third Stage
Use of Cookie network tracking technology of behavioral advertising or the crawler technology to

collect the search frequency of users, browses, shares, comments, and behaviors. This can judge

what users interested for, what to buy. For instances, if someone wants to travel, he must pay

attention on the where to eat, live or play. No matter which site they search for, they are

inseparable from finding relevant materials. If there is a kind of travel guide that constantly follow

the users and attached with extra info such as entertainment, shopping, restaurants,

accommodation, transportation, it will enhance their purchase desire and benefits to more parties.

Prediction of Future by Data

Big Data Economics - Emphasize that the more complete the data, the better. Stress to

relevancy but not the causal relationship and pursuit for correctness in “vagueness”, not the

mistakes in “accuracy”.

Big data marketing has a major direction, that is, relevancy and non-relevancy marketing, and

there is a great relationship between info and info. It can estimate the conversion rate about the

time, amount and quantity of the customer’s next purchase from the user’s personal status. The

prediction is from the combination between previous info and next piece of info, and then the

trajectory can be extended to assess a certain probability, such as in a relationship, marriage, give

birth. Then the system will promote corresponding goods, wedding banquets and childcare etc..

This will able to create longer-term wealth, and even anticipate future market trends earlier than

the opponent, thereby increasing customer stickiness and expanding the ability to increase

customers consumption.



Realization Prerequisite

Two Extreme demand that turn traffic into

trading volume -

I. Allow personalization - It can be a point-to-

point, one-to-one push for individual or

thousands of people to display the same

promotional content, such as confidential

conversation between two person which is

independent, focused, instant send and

receive.

II. Market share - God Big Data carries over

81% coverage of domestic users, able to select

target population from tens of millions people

that enterprise wants to exercise “exposure

push”. The more people sent, the wider the

coverage, the more of income and potential

customer resources. Even if earns one dollar

Unique Selling Point

I. Monitoring the opponents - Taking

advantage from opponents. Especially each

enterprise will accumulate a large amount of

data for research purpose, through monitor

the opponent, and identify the competitor’s

strategy according to the code. If enterprises

know the strengths and shortcoming of

enemies and themselves, they will be

victorious in every battle.

II. Absorb for customers - What makes most

of the enterprise leaders entangled is why

valuable customers are always owned by

them. When they have “customers

absorption” technology, they can mine the

supporters, fans and customers of

competitors and takeover it.

Controllable Effect

Users usually have high expectation to the videos or postings

they uploaded and are afraid of being ignored. They hope

that the public will be appreciated to their contents and get

feedbacks from audiences. By monitoring the source code of

the promotional content, we able to make adjustment

according to the results and feedback given to enterprise for

real-time improvement. This is beneficial to know the

consumer motives and market trends in advance. It changes

the form of traditional media waiting for people to view,

purchase and ordinary website that wait for traffic and feel

helplessness to limitation of internet on audiences. Gob Big

Data able to use hundred groups of virtual machine

application to retract the public’s attention from daily spam

to the promotional content. This is because although the

work is best, if the content cannot be properly spread out,

no one can see or know, all in vain.

Notes for Promotions
(1) How big the size of market?

(2) Confirm the time and place?

(3) What type of object is it?

(4) What purpose to achieve? interest?

(5) Additional requirements of enterprise?

(6) What effect does the enterprise want to pursue?

Customized services are available at the discretion of the

industry.

Areas of application: i. All walks of life ii. Finance iii. Industry

4.0 iv. Internet v. Internet of Things vi. E-Commerce

And bring unpredictable multi-party benefits to the economy

and trade

Label
The most difficult thing for business is to find customers

resources. For big data formulas, every customer

represents money.

God Big Data provides customers with “exposure push”,

“effect push” and various precise targeting. We collect more

than 100 kinds of interest tags, such as politics, construction,

business, skills, life, parenting, games, health care, etc. When

the enterprises expands its business, they can customizes for

target demographics, generates the desire to buy, and

increases the brand influence.



Estimated Effect
Big data marketing means big sales

The most important value of big data marketing is “commercial application” and “the use of users”. The increase

of exposure rate while strengthening the traffic of social media, websites, e-commerce, it can achieve the

collection of massive Internet users which equal to the development of non-territorial, unlimited and unrestricted

customer resources. The huge long-term traffic not only brings the benefits of “satisfying individualized needs”

and “market positioning”, but also create unlimited possibilities for enterprise to save money and labor, form

huge data amount as traffic equal to money. How much bigger the world, how much larger the population

represents how wider your commercial kingdom and personal wealth you will have.

Quality Service

Data management technology platform

Our resources also your customers sources.

Through the comprehensive integration of all parties’ data, the application of machine modeling will segment the

population, establish an automated marketing model, plan comprehensive and in-depth data insight and

intelligent management, able to instruct the industry to make decision-making for promotion and optimization.

On the one hand, it can help those in need, and the resources are arranged according to the types of the

demographic. On the other hand, multi-dimensional qualitative technologies such as demographic targeting can

be selected to help the enterprises to target the groups accurately. It form a monetization guide based on

promotion group and highly conversions.

As an open online marketing market that can connect big data marketing with the industry, there is certain level

of uncertainty about high-quality media resources. Because it may not be comprehensive enough, the amount of

display cannot be guaranteed and the transaction bring to enterprise in advance. It is only an prediction and

expectation.

Email: godbigdata@gmail.com

The content of this proposal is for reference only and we have the right to modify any item.

Third-party data development vendor

Create intangible wealth “resources” for enterprise

One-stop “data-making” intelligent operation. We provide enterprises with timely, customer-oriented business

planning and other value-added services by approach to us with online communication or phones.

Foundry

We can assist in push the self-made product content from enterprise, comply with the needs of the merchant, and

complete the promotion through big data and artificial intelligence technology. It mainly to order the initiative and

source of big data, but not to purchase the specific display in legacy media and search sites.

For more details, please visit the God Big Data www.godbigdata.com

For general invitations, there is no need for big data marketing technical support, only for regular

web publishing or as the case may be. 2020.1.1

http://www.godbigdata.com
mailto:godbigdata@gmail.com

